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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key drivers affecting consumers in Turkey in 2022
How developments today shape the consumer of tomorrow
Key findings

POPULATION AND SOCIETY

Today 2022: Population in Turkey remains relatively young
Today: Population continues to grow, supported by notable birth rates and immigration
Turkish consumers, especially Millennials and Gen X, prefer branded goods
Tomorrow 2040: Older cohort to increase, yet Turkish society to remain comparatively young
Tomorrow : Millennials the largest cohort in 2040, while Gen Zs will be 30-45
Tomorrow : Istanbul to expand at the fastest rate among Turkish cities
Areas of opportunity
Case study: New housing development takes place after the earthquake destruction

HOUSEHOLDS AND HOMES

Today 2022: Household size in Turkey is higher as compared to Western Europe average
Turks continue to prioritise more spacious homes to accommodate their larger families
House sales decline due to an increase in residential property prices
Tomorrow 2040: Fewer families with children and more single Turks
Older men to become key household decision-makers
Mobile phones to continue as the primary internet access for Turkish consumers
Areas of opportunity
Case study: Turkey’s Central Bank moves forward with the development of digital lira

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Today 2022: Higher income bands less affected by inflation
Turkey raises minimum wage amid inflationary pressures
Gen Z and Millennials demonstrate highest intentions to increase spending
Tomorrow 2040: Social class D, the lower-middle class, to remain prevalent by 2040
Tomorrow 2040: Incomes to rise at the fastest rate regionally, yet will remain low
Tomorrow 2040: Istanbul and Ankara to remain the largest Turkey consumer markets
Areas of opportunity
Case study: JYSK expands into Turkey in 2023

LIFESTYLES

Key findings consumer survey
Younger generations exhibit a more optimistic perspective regarding their future
Turks rely on credit cards and other consumer borrowing more than global average
Turkish workers strive for better salaries
Turks, especially Millennials, like to visit shopping malls
Turks worry about climate change
Case study: Deposit Management System to be mandatory in Turkey by 2024
Areas of opportunity

CONCLUSION

Key takeaways

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
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spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/turkey-consumer-profile/report.


